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ABSTRACT

Background: Non-surgical minimally invasive procedures, typically in combination, are now becoming the norm. The integrated use of these modalities can be offered to millennial patients, who have unique demands and aesthetic goals.

Objective: We aimed to demonstrate the effects of Definisse™ Fillers, Definisse™ Threads and Definisse™ Peel Program in combination to treat two millennials, one female and one male.

Case description: The male subject had noticeable change in his facial proportions with correction of hollows over the malar and suborbital areas and a more prominent chin with the help of both Definisse™ Fillers and Definisse™ Threads (double needle and free floating). There was also noticeable improvement in the pigmentation with a more even and clearer skin tone after Definisse™ Lightening Peel application. The patient verbalized a high level of satisfaction with the effects of the treatment overall.

The female subject had a noticeable correction of the prominence on her nasal bridge. There was a slightly pronounced lateral and upward lifting of the cheeks. Her uneven pigmentation was also seen to diminish following Definisse™ Peel Program. She was likewise very satisfied and happy with the result of her treatment.

Conclusion: The prejuvenation effect of a combination of minimal invasive procedures provides an optimal aesthetic option for millennials. The results obtained confirm the importance of the reharmonize approach to male and female aesthetics. And this is accomplished by working from deep to superficial facial, with satisfactory and long-lasting aesthetic outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

Facial aging happens because of multiple changes occurring concurrently in the skin, the adipose tissue, muscles, ligaments, and the bone. Hence, targeting these layers with combined interventions has become the standard of care in medical aesthetics. Minimally invasive procedures (MIPs), such as using soft tissue fillers, bioabsorbable suspension threads and chemical peels for skin resurfacing, have become popular and now represent nearly 90% of aesthetic interventions [1]. MIPs can be done as day procedures with minimal downtime, are relatively affordable, and have remarkably noticeable results [2].

As millennials (individuals born between 1981 and 1996) have gradually joined the workforce, they have become the fastest growing market of patients seeking MIPs. Millennials are representative of that market of individuals who are invested in their image (ie, the most photographed generation) more so than previous generations. To them, keeping young is a part of self-care and overall wellbeing—recognizably, this generation defines aging gracefully as prevention of untimely signs of aging. Their goal is not to reverse aging, but to maintain a youthful appearance and delay its onset. A current trend referred to as ‘prejuvenation’ or the prevention of aging through the process of rejuvenation is now becoming prominent in multiple options for millennials. The results obtained confirm the importance of the reharmonize approach to male and female aesthetics. And this is accomplished by working from deep to superficial facial, with satisfactory and long-lasting aesthetic outcomes.
publications [3]. In this paper, we describe the restore, reshape, and resurface approach—the ‘reharmonize’ system—to achieve rejuvenation in two millennials.

Achieving reharmonization considers the young patient’s facial proportions without necessarily making everyone look the same, but rather meeting those ‘ideal’ proportions that are considered aesthetically pleasing. There should be complete understanding of their anatomy, physiology, and age-appropriate aesthetic needs (i.e., in a multi-layer, multi-modality approach) when treating them while maintaining the individuality of each face [4].

Restoring facial structures can be done by infiltrating soft tissue fillers in to enhance certain facial features. Certain ranges, such as Definisse™ Fillers, are composed of cross-linked hyaluronic acid developed through the proprietary XTR™ technology (eXcellent Three-dimensional Reticulation), which employs a controlled three-step process (pre-treatment, crosslinking and purification). Fillers manufactured with XTR™ technology have been shown to have characteristic rheological, crosslinking and biophysical factors that provide this range durable and predictable results [5]. Moreover, because it can achieve long-term and prominent tissue projection using only a small amount of product, it may appeal to the practical and budget conscious surgeons and dermatologists for the restoration of three-dimensional facial topography that appears youthful [7].

Definisse™ Touch is used to correct moderate-to-deep facial wrinkles and folds and increase lip volume [6]. Definisse™ Restore can correct deeper wrinkles and folds, increase or restore facial volume and remodel facial contours [6]. Lastly, Definisse™ Core is used for facial contour redefinition to correct mid face volume deficit, help make individual features more prominent, and shape the contours of the face [6].

Reshaping or lifting of facial tissues is a critical part of the rejuvenating process. Because of its straightforward use and versatility, suspension threads have been used by many aesthetic surgeons and dermatologists for the restoration of three-dimensional facial topography that appears youthful [7]. Through the process of mechanotransduction (Figure 1), or the altering of biological processes related to skin regeneration using mechanical forces, soft tissue threads have been documented to produce a multitude of molecules and initiate multiple signaling pathways that enhance cellular function and repair [8,9].

Definisse™ Threads are bioabsorbable, monofilament, barbed suspension threads comprising poly-L-lactic acid-co-caprolactone or PLCL, which are similar to materials used in absorbable surgical sutures for wound closure [10-12]. The threads can be used to lift skin, enhance facial shape and the three-dimensional repositioning of superficial fat pads.

These can be considered as an alternative to or as an adjunct to highly invasive face lifting procedures. Their distinctive mechanical properties and anchoring structures provide immediate and long-lasting facial contouring [13].

Some Definisse™ Threads have bidirectional and convergent barbs that contain two needles seen from end to end while others have unidirectional barbs. Definisse™ double needle threads and free-floating threads come with convergent bidirectional spines.

The unidirectional barbed Definisse™ anchor threads are used for sagittal repositioning of the malar area and for lifting of the nasolabial folds. The combination of technical features of Definisse™ Threads allows for a two-step lifting mechanism: An immediate lifting effect, which is due to the mechanical action produced by the threads, and a delayed lifting effect, which is due to histological changes (i.e., fibrosis that appears along the length of the thread) [10,14].

The bioabsorability, biocompatibility and tissue integration and resorption of these threads in skin tissue has been documented to last up to 18 months after insertion in histological tissue samples [12].

When used together with fillers, threads can provide volumetric and mechanical lifting/repositioning as well as tightening effects that are more prominent than when used alone.

The volume-filling effect of fillers enhance tissue projection and myomodulation via the ‘fulcrum effect’ [15], while the threads prevent the pseudo-ptosis of the face due to changes in the distribution of adipose tissue in the fat pads.

Resurfacing to reveal clearer and finer skin can be accomplished with chemical peels such as the Definisse™ Peel Program. This three-step system acts on multiple layers of the skin and was developed to correct hyperpigmentation and uneven skin tone as a result of sun damage.

The product consists of the following exfoliating substances: salicylic acid and pyruvic acid. Salicylic acid as the main components of this system carries out an effective keratolytic action in the superficial layers (stratum corneum) of the

Figure 1: Stretching the skin leads to expansion of the dermal matrix, opening ion channels, receptors, and mechanotransductors; this process leads to a cascade of events leading to tissue regeneration [9].
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epidermis, allowing for greater penetration of the pyruvic acid which works by ablating the stratum corneum and separating the dermo-epidermal junction leading to reduction in epidermal thickness and by stimulating collagen, elastic fiber and glycoprotein deposition in the papillary dermis [16].

This important action synergy of its components has made it possible to reduce the use concentration of the components themselves and consequently to limit damage to the treated skin structures.

The Definisse™ Classic Peel is indicated superficial actinic-type wrinkles, photo-aging lesions (including actinic-type wrinkles, lentigo, keratosis), seborrheic skin, comedonal acne, post-acne skin lesions, such as post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation and acne-scar, and as an aid in the prevention of papular pustular acne [17].

The Definisse™ Lightening Peel has additional two ingredients to lighten the skin spots due to melanin hyperpigmentation: Diacetyl boldin (Lumiskin) whitening agent used for treatment of pigmented disorders and undecylenoyl phenylalanine (Sepiwhite) alpha-melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH) receptor antagonist which may act in reducing melanin production [18-20] for reduction of hyperpigmentation by altering melanin production, is indicated for hypermelanosis, melasma, pigmentation and photo-aging spots [2,21].

We aimed to show the clinical effectiveness of using the combined aesthetic modalities of Definisse™ Fillers to restore, Definisse™ Threads to reshape and the Definisse™ Peel Program to resurface, each a crucial part of the reharmonize treatment strategy.

CASE SERIES

This paper includes one female and one male subject. After a pre-clinical evaluation and counselling session, and after signing their informed consent forms, each patient was treated with the following sequence of treatments:

- Definisse Filler for the purpose of restoring facial volume and reshape balance facial contour.
- Definisse Threads for reshaping the facial contour reshaping through three-dimensional soft tissue repositioning.
- Definisse Peel Program for a multi-layer skin resurfacing.

The first subject was a 24-year-old male who had a chief complaint of a ‘gaunt appearance’ and ‘dark spots’ on his malar areas. He was treated as follows: Definisse™ Core was injected over the zygoma (0.5 mL per side), midface (0.6 mL per side), chin (1 mL) and preauricular region (0.5 mL per side), Definisse™ double needle threads using the Oval Reshaping-Vertical technique (OR-V) (Figure 2) [12], were inserted, and Definisse™ Lightening Peel was used to correct hyperpigmentation (Figure 3A).

The second subject was a 22-year-old female whose chief complaint was ‘drooping cheeks’ and ‘dull’ skin. The patient was treated as follows: Definisse™ Restore was applied onto the nose (0.9 mL), Definisse™ Core to the chin (1 mL), free floating threads to cheeks using the Soft Tissue Reshaping (STR) technique (Figure 4) [12] and Classic Peel were done to address premature photo-aging. Photos were taken before and after the treatment (Figure 5A).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As can be seen in the after photos, the patients had noticeable enhancements in the shape and structure of the face achieving an improved version of themselves through prejuvenation. The male subject had visually apparent change in his facial proportions with correction of hollows over the malar and suborbital areas and a more prominent chin with the help of both Definisse™ Fillers and Threads. He appears to have a more chiseled appearance owing to the combined effects of the thread and fillers. There was also noticeable improvement in the pigmentation with a more even and clearer skin tone after Definisse™ Lightening Peel was applied. The patient expressed a high level of satisfaction with the effects of the treatment overall.

The female subject had a noticeable correction of the prominence on her nasal bridge. There was a slightly pronounced lateral and upward lifting of the cheeks, an enhancement that has been purely accomplished with threads. Her uneven pigmentation was also seen to diminish following the chemical peel. She was likewise happy with the result of her treatment.

We observed, and this confirms findings from literature, that with a small amount of Definisse™ Fillers can be used to achieve prominent tissue projection [3,5]. It is worth noting that Definisse™ Fillers come in glass syringes allowing for better haptic grip, minimal risk for plastic contamination [22], better stability and preservation of the products [23] with the additional benefit of reducing plastic waste [24]. It also comes with Terumo™ needles (CE 01972 × 30G ½ thin wall) that are designed for ease of use for clinicians as well as optimal comfort for the patient.

The efficacy of PLCL threads for soft tissue repositioning has been well documented and its safety profile, well characterized [12]. Its effects are expected to last for over 18 months and has been shown to have good tissue integration in a number of studies [13,14,25]. It is fast-growing in popularity and is expected to be incorporated in many combinations in the future.

The Definisse™ Peel Program or its component Classic Peel and Lightening Peel were shown to provide satisfactory skin tone correction and can be used in combination with other deeper aesthetic modalities for various dermatological conditions. It can be used to promote exfoliation, renewal of the superficial layers of the skin, and to address more superficial skin concerns to improve skin surface quality.

CONCLUSION

The results obtained confirm the importance of combining aesthetic modalities through the reharmonize approach (i.e., re. By working from deep to superficial facial layers, with focus on the needs of the patients, we can offer them more satisfactory aesthetic outcomes. We also confirmed that our multi-modalities approach is an exceptional means to achieve the aesthetic and economic demands of millennial patients.
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